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Please try again. Launching Independent Paragraph Writing At this point, students are ready to start
independently writing paragraphs in Work on Writing. You can snag the resources shared in this blog post
here. So, the question is â€” how do we get our friends there? Since these lists were completed in reading
group and looked a little more "complete" than a list they would complete independently, I stamped the paper
with a stamp that said "completed together in class. My little ones are very independent. Of course the stories
are very basic since it is the beginning of first grade. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse
partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups. It is important because
it gives my reader information about what they can look forward to finding while they are reading! Family
issue number  Although the words, "topic sentences," are not explicitly included within a specific
Kindergarten standard, a good topic sentence is needed as a foundation for solid writing and helps support and
uphold the needs of the W. Also, by doing this successfully, we are truly preparing our students to go to first
grade ready to write! Kid, "Mrs. If students are having difficulty with this step, I like to refer them to the topic
sentence examples that we have on the wall. I just didn't like the way it went this year and I didn't want to
implement it until I had a better plan. This practice generates THE best conversations â€” How do you know
this is an example? Often, we ask students to find the main idea in the story- this helps when re-telling. I
haven't decided which one and I haven't finished my lesson plans yet. I think I was more worried about
myself. Two of my reading groups read fictional stories that had a water theme. A topic sentence tells me what
my whole portion of writing is going to be about. Within our shared paragraph writing time, I also introduce
our paragraph writing organizers. So, as I walk in on Monday the sitter tells me that lice is going around. This
is the beginnings of our writing menu for Work on Writing. These really important questions help build some
reasoning and flexibility into our writing. Things could be worse. As a school, we also assign a color to each
part of the paragraph read more about color-coding our writing here. Their lists are also surprising me. Lice is
like my biggest fear. Some of our paragraphs we write on the whiteboard, some on the SMART Board, some
on graphic organizers, some on blank writing paper. I believe this group could really handle it. By doing this,
students will have a strong topic sentence, but they will have also helped make their writing more personal
with their own vocabulary. I just don't have the space and the materials I need to implement it effectively. A
look back at our week from the family side of things Let's take a look back at week 5 in the classroom Next
week our class is going to be wrapping up our apple unit by doing some apple taste testing and we may just
have to make some applesauce. But once the family issues started to begin I forgot to take pictures of
everything else.


